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ACT ONE

INT. ROOM - DAY

A tight shot on PETER PURCELL's face.  He is behind glass, a 
TELEPHONE RECEIVER to his ear.  

PETER
I'm going to try, baby, I am...I 
know...I know how long it's 
been...I miss you, too.

His voice drops to a whisper.

PETER (CONT'D)
I'm going to get out of here, I 
promise you.

Peter drops the receiver to his chest and presses his hand 
against the glass.

EXT. BUILDING - DAY

Pull back to REVEAL Peter inside of an office building, his 
hand pressed up against the window.

INT. PETER'S OFFICE - DAY

Peter is standing against the window.  There is a knock at 
the door.  He jumps back and grabs some PAPER off his desk.

PETER
Come in.

IAN CAMPBELL enters.  Peter flips through the paper. 

IAN
Peter Purcell?

PETER
Yes.

IAN
Hi, I'm Ian Campbell.

PETER
Ian Campbell.

IAN
I'm one of the new associates.



PETER 
Ian Campbell.  Right.  Come on in.

Peter tosses the paper on the desk.  REVEAL blank paper.

IAN
They told me you're my associate 
"mentor."

PETER
Yes, right.  Absolutely.  Welcome 
to Payne, Proctor and Proft.  

IAN
Thanks.

PETER
When did you start?

IAN
Today.

PETER
Today?  Today.  

(beat)  
What is today?

IAN
Today is Friday.

PETER
(plaintive)

Friday.  Right.

Peter walks back to the window and presses his face up 
against the glass.

PETER (CONT'D)
Seem a little funny to you, Ian?  
Starting work on a Friday.

Ian stares across the desk at Peter's desk chair.  It is an 
AIRLINE SEAT.

IAN
I'm sorry?  

Peter turns around.

IAN (CONT'D)
Your chair.
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PETER
Singapore Airlines Business Class  
"Space Bed."  The firm has a 
discount.  

Ian appears confused.

PETER (CONT'D)
You watched a lot of Law & Order, 
huh, Ian?

IAN
No. 

PETER
And The Practice.

IAN
No. 

PETER
Well, it's not like that.  

The phone RINGS.  Peter stares at the phone, then howls in 
pain.

PETER (CONT'D)
NO!!!!!! 

(beat)
Did you say you had met Winston 
Palmer?

IAN
Who?

PETER
Winston Palmer.

IAN
No, I don't think so.

PETER
(leaning in)

I'm not a fan of Winston Palmer.  
I'm not a fan AT ALL.

IAN
Okay.  I don't know who that is.

PETER
No, that's right.  Decide for 
yourself.  What floor do they have 
you on?  Don't say nine.
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IAN
Ni...

PETER
DO NOT SAY NINE.

IAN
Nine.

PETER
Ouch.  OUCH!  Winston Palmer's on 
nine.

Ian looks at his Orientation Schedule.

IAN
(uncomfortable)

I think I'm supposed to go to my 
welcome breakfast.

PETER
You just have to decide.

IAN
(confused)

Well, I'm hungry.

PETER
Are you with Winston Palmer - or 
against him?

IAN
Against...?

PETER
Who do you want to be here?  What 
do you believe?  Do you believe?

Peter unfolds his hands.  In one hand is a red pill.  In the 
other hand is a blue pill.

PETER (CONT'D)
Is it going to be the Red pill or 
Blue pill, Ian?

Ian just stares.

PETER (CONT'D)
Red or Blue?

Silence.

PETER (CONT'D)
RED OR BLUE IAN?!
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Ian jumps back.  Peter laughs and slugs down both pills.

PETER (CONT'D)
Come on.  Let's go to breakfast.

INT. ATTORNEY DINING ROOM - DAY

Ian and Peter enter the attorney dining room.  It is filled 
with loud LAWYERS being loud.  Peter scans the room and sees 
a half-empty table in the back.  He points.  He turns to Ian 
and speaks in a low voice.

PETER 
Do not make eye contact.  If you 
make eye contact, you will get 
work.  

IAN
Don't I want work?

PETER
You will get W-O-R-K.  DO NOT make 
eye contact.      

They begin walking.  Suddenly, everyone stops talking and 
turns to stare at Peter and Ian as the two wind their way 
through the tables.  It's like The Birds.  Peter walks 
focused, staring straight ahead.  Ian tries to keep his head 
down, but something catches his eye.  He turns his head 
slightly and peeks up at a FEMALE PARTNER.  Eye contact.  She 
springs forward.  

FEMALE PARTNER
(suggestively)

Hi Ian, I'm Ellen...

Peter grabs his arm.

PETER
Keep walking.

Ian turns away, disoriented.  He catches the eye of a MALE 
PARTNER at another table across the room.  The man rises.

MALE PARTNER
I've got a great new case...!

PETER
Look away!  LOOK AWAY!

He grabs Ian and pulls him along.  The room returns to 
normal.
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Peter and Ian approach a table in the back of the room with a 
few other young lawyers - KENNY, RACHEL, DREW and KEVIN.  

PETER (CONT'D)
This is Ian Campbell, one of the 
new associates.

KEVIN
Just starting today, Ian?

IAN
Yes.

KEVIN
Sweet.

Kevin holds out his knuckles.  Ian knuckles back, awkwardly. 

DREW
What floor you on?

IAN
Nine.

RACHEL
Sweet floor.  

KEVIN
Sweet floor, Ian.

KENNY
Nine is awesome.

KEVIN
Yeah it is.

DREW
Payne is awesome.

KEVIN
Yeah it is, dog.

KENNY
Nice, bro.

KEVIN 
Nice!

Ian looks over and sees Peter slug down more pills.

PETER
It gets worse.

STANLEY PAYNE stands up at the front of the room.
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PAYNE
Good morning.  It's my pleasure to 
welcome all of you here, and in 
particular the new associates to 
the Firm.  

Kevin leans in and holds out his knuckles for Ian.  Ian 
knuckles back.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
You know, I too was once a new 
associate at Payne.  I started the 
summer after the Franco-Prussian 
war.  

The rooms erupts in laughter.  Kevin, Kenny, Rachel and Drew 
are buckled over, slapping the table.  Ian forces a smile.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
My first assignment was for 
Lawrence Proft.  

The crowd quiets.  Murmurs of reverence.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
Larry called me into his office on 
Friday morning, my first day on the 
job.  

More belly-busting, exaggerated laughter.  Ian stares at 
Peter, who looks dead behind the eyes.  

PAYNE (CONT'D)
I stood at the end of his desk.  He 
was reading my resume.  There was a 
long silence and then, without 
looking up, he said, "St. Paul's.  
Harvard college.  Harvard law.  
Editor, Harvard Law Review.  Clerk 
for Justice Douglas.  Payne," he 
said, "I look forward to 
you...fetching me a cup of coffee."

The room explodes.  Hysterical laughter.  Rachel is laughing 
so hard she is crying.

RACHEL
Payne is awesome!

Peter does not laugh.  Ian tries to laugh, but he can't.  He 
turns to Peter.  

IAN
He sounds like...
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PAYNE 
(somber)

Seriously, though.

The room is instantly, absolutely quiet.

IAN
...a jerk...

RACHEL
Shhh!!!

KENNY
Shut UP, dude.

Everyone turns and stares at Ian.  After a moment, Payne 
continues.

PAYNE 
We don't fetch coffee here anymore.  
Or I don't.  But Larry taught me 
something important that day.  We 
are in the service business.  We 
are here to serve our clients.  And 
you are here to serve me.  And to 
do that we have to remember the 
three Ps that have made the three 
Ps so successful:  Put Payne 
Phirst. 

A banner descends from the ceiling behind Payne.  It reads:  
"Put Payne Phirst."

PAYNE (CONT'D)
Put Payne Phirst.  Welcome to the 
Firm.

The whole room rises and gives Payne a thunderous ovation.  
Rachel is now really crying.  Peter and Ian remain seated.  
Peter grabs Ian's orientation schedule.

PETER
It gets worse.

EXT. HALLWAY - DAY

Ian stands outside of office 923:  "Winston Palmer."  He 
knocks.

WINSTON (O.S.)
Come in.
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INT. WINSTON PALMER'S OFFICE - DAY

Ian enters.

WINSTON
Ian Campbell?

IAN
Yes.

WINSTON
Winston Palmer.  Stanford, right?

IAN
Yes.

WINSTON
Yale.  Let's talk.

He gestures.  Ian sits down.

WINSTON (CONT'D)
How's work going?

IAN
Oh, I just started.

WINSTON
Yes?

IAN
Today.

WINSTON
Yes?

IAN
This morning.  An hour ago.

WINSTON
And how's work going?

IAN 
I don't have any work.

WINSTON
Don't take this the wrong way, Ian, 
but it's probably not a great idea 
to slack on billable hours your 
first day.

IAN
Billable hours?
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WINSTON
Don't stress.  What's today?

IAN
Friday.

WINSTON
Friday.  Wow.  Okay.  Nothing you 
can do about it now.  Just keep 
them up for the week.

IAN
It's Friday.

WINSTON
I understand you're on the Locus 
Industries case.  Interesting case.  
Interesting legal issues.  And nice 
to be on the right side.  Any sense 
yet of the federal preemption 
question?

IAN
I don't have any idea what you're 
talking about.

WINSTON
Hmm.  Okay.  You're struggling.  
Here's where you should start.  
We've got to respond to plaintiff's 
third set of special 
interrogatories.  Do that by the 
end of the week.  There are two 
other associates on the case, Sarah 
Sutter and Peter Purcell.  Get them 
involved if you want, but warning: 
they are the "B Team."  B as in Bad 
Schools.  You're on the A Team.  Or 
you were, up until that preemption 
answer.  Just kidding.  Kind of.  
Seriously, think about what you 
said.  Or didn't say.  Do you know 
why it's the A team, Ian?  A as in 
"Avvocato."  Do you know what an 
Avvocato is, Ian?  It's what they 
call a lawyer in Italy.  Advocate.  
Be an advocate on these discovery 
responses, Ian.

Winston hands Ian an enormous stack of paper.
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INT. PETER'S OFFICE - DAY

It is dark.  Ian enters without knocking.  Peter is reclined 
in his airline seat, a black eyepatch over his eyes.  Ian 
drops a huge stack of paper on Peter's desk and extends his 
hand.

IAN
Red pill.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

INT. HALLWAYS - DAY

Ian and Peter are walking the hallways.  Peter is holding 
paper in his hand.

PETER
Today is training day, Ian.  Show 
you around, give you a taste of the 
business, you know.  

IAN
I was a summer associate here.

Peter stops.

PETER
Unlearn that.  Unlearn everything 
you learned as a summer associate.  
Big lunches.  Make-work.  Going 
home.  That'll get you killed out 
here.  

They start walking again.

PETER (CONT'D)
You've got to get out and walk the 
floor.  Smell it.  Taste it.  Feel 
it.  Know who is where and when.  
Does Simon Platz come off the 
elevator left or right?  When does 
Michael Gramshaw get coffee?  Where 
is Stanley Payne?  

He stops.

PETER (CONT'D)
Always know:  Where is Stanley 
Payne?  

IAN
(repeating)

Where is Stanley Payne?

Peter raises his head and sniffs.  He cocks his head and 
listens.  He pivots and points to a DOOR.  

PETER
Stanley Payne is right there.
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The door opens.  Stanley Payne emerges and walks past the two 
men.

PAYNE
(acknowledging)

Kiefer.  Ryan.

He walks on.  Peter and Ian resume walking.

PETER 
Know where things are at:  
elevators, service elevators, 
bathrooms, stairwells...

IAN 
(suggestively)

Fire alarms.

PETER
Fire alarm days are done, Ian.  
Done.  It's not like that anymore. 
You've got to use you're head.  
It's all up here.  You've got to be 
thinking.  Always be thinking.  
Always be working.  Always have 
paper.

He waves the paper in his hand.  They turn the corner.

PETER (CONT'D)
How's your Espanol?

IAN
Mas o menos.

PETER
Learn it.  Learn it.  It'll help 
with Jose and the rest of the 
staff.  You'll meet Jose tonight.

IAN
Tonight...No...I'm...

They stop.  Peter puts his hand up: Quiet.

IAN (CONT'D)
I...my...I've got a trip...

PETER
Shhhh!  

IAN
A trip...planned this weekend to 
the Bay Area...
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Peter PUSHES Ian up against the wall, his hand covering Ian's 
mouth.  

IAN (CONT'D)
...San...Francisco...Bay...

Peter pulls Ian into his office and closes the door.

INT. PETER'S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

Peter paces.

PETER
Let's see, I'm getting the 
sense...I'm you're mentor, right?

IAN
Yes.

PETER
You see, Payne, Proctor and Proft 
is not really what they call a 
"lifestyle" firm.  Do you 
understand what I mean when I say 
that?

IAN
Yes.

(beat)
No.

PETER
When you say things like "weekend" 
or "trip" or "sleep" -- those words 
convey a style of life at odds with 
what the Firm is trying to achieve.

IAN
Okay.

PETER
Payne cultivates more a culture of -
- what's the word I'm looking for 
here? -- workdeath.

IAN
Right.

PETER
Does that make more sense?

IAN
No.
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PETER
The firm wants to kill you with 
work.

There is a KNOCK at the door.  Peter frantically grabs some 
paper on the desk.

PETER (CONT'D)
PG&E vs. Thomas Drayage!  I'll 
talk.

Ian is confused.

PETER (CONT'D)
(loud)

Come in!

The door opens.

PETER (CONT'D)
(serious, to Ian)

...under Thomas Drayage, extrinsic 
evidence...

SARAH SUTTER enters.

PETER (CONT'D)
Oh...it's you.

Peter throws the paper back on the desk.

PETER (CONT'D)
Good lesson for you, though, Ian:  
Always, always have a case you are 
familiar with on your desk.  You 
are always working. 

SARAH
Put Payne Phirst.

PETER
Ian, Sarah Sutter.  Sarah, this is 
Ian Campbell, one of the new 
associates.

SARAH
I'm sorry.

PETER
Ian is "going away" this "weekend."

IAN
I...
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SARAH
I'm not...I don't understand "going 
away"...a new associate here at 
Payne?

PETER
Yes.

SARAH
"Away" where?

PETER
He's taking a "trip" to the "Bay 
Area."

SARAH
You're Ian's "mentor."

PETER
Yes.

SARAH
(agitated)

Well, MENTOR him for Christ's sake.

Sarah turns and faces Ian. 

SARAH (CONT'D)
We don't go outside...It's...It's
...It's not safe for us.  Our 
lungs.  The air isn't recycled 
outside.

She turns to Peter.

SARAH (CONT'D)
Didn't you tell him?

PETER
Yes.

SARAH
They start you on a Friday.

PETER
I told him.

IAN
No, I know.  But I've got this 
trip.

Peter covers his ears.  
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PETER
Stop!  

He removes his hands from his ears.

PETER (CONT'D)
Stop saying "Trip."  Jerald Biggs 
had appendicitis, but he worked.  

SARAH
He died.

PETER
He was working when he died.

SARAH
They start you on a Friday.  

IAN
Yes.

SARAH
They want you to work this weekend.  
That's why they start you on 
Friday.  They want to break you.  
This is not a 9 to 5 job, it's a 5 
to 9 job.  Five Friday.  Nine 
Monday.

IAN
But it's my first day.

PETER
You want to know my first day, Ian?
I was standing there just like you.  
Nice new shirt.  New socks.

Ian self-consciously glances down at his socks.  They're new.

PETER (CONT’D)
Reading my welcome binder.  
Arranging my desk.  I called my 
girlfriend and told her she should 
go to law school, too.  And then 
the call came.  From Stanley Payne.  
Next thing I knew I was on a prop 
plane to La Salle, Mississippi with 
Winston Palmer to review documents 
for six weeks in a case defending 
an HMO accused of nursing home 
abuse.  That was MY first day!

There is a KNOCK at the door.  Everybody frantically grabs 
paper.  
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SARAH
(reading)

Umm...BETAMAX!
(louder)

Come in!

The door opens.  

SARAH (CONT'D)
...fair use or not, Betamax says...

Winston Palmer enters.

PETER
Palmer.

WINSTON
Don't let me interrupt.  Betamax 
says what?

SARAH
Oh...nothing...we're just having 
a...debate about...copyright...
fair...use...

WINSTON
Yes.

PETER
About use of...it...is it fair...?

SARAH
...Or not.

PETER
Or...is it?

WINSTON
Well, it sounds like a fascinating 
debate.  I'd love to stick around 
and see how it all plays out, but 
we've got a critical team meeting 
in Locus Industries.

Sarah and Peter grab their stuff and get ready to go.  
Winston turns to Ian.

WINSTON (CONT'D)
Let's get going, Ian.

Winston puts his hand on Ian's back and steers him out of the 
office, SLAMMING the door behind them.  
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Sarah and Peter drop their stuff, realizing they are not 
invited.  Peter sits down and slaps his head onto his desk.  
Sarah pulls up a chair and faces him.  Slowly Peter lifts his 
head.  

PETER 
I need a drink.

Sarah nods sympathetically.  She takes a deep breath, then 
casually spins a pair of COCKTAIL NAPKINS out across the 
desk. 

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY - LATER

Ian, Winston, Kevin and Rachel are seated around a conference 
table.  Payne enters.

PAYNE
Okay, let's get started.  Somebody 
get me a cup of coffee.

Kevin, Rachel and Winston all jump up.  Winston gets to the 
coffee first.  He hands it to Payne.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
For those of you new to the case, 
we represent Locus Industries, 
which is charged with "poisoning" 
the water of Rackenassett, 
Illinois.  They are also accused of 
killing "animals" 
and...and...something else...

KEVIN
Children.

PAYNE
Right, children.

Kevin, Rachel and Winston erupt in laughter.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
It's not funny, goddamnit.  This 
could cost the company a lot of 
money.  

Payne flips through some papers.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
We've obviously got a lot of work 
to do on discovery right now.  I 
don't care how it gets done, just 
get it done perfectly and quickly.  
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And don't turn over any documents 
to the other side no matter what.  
The main issue now, though, is 
federal preemption.

Payne turns to Ian.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
Ethan, Winston tells me you're 
taking the lead on preemption.  
What've you got?

WINSTON
Ian.

PAYNE
Ian.

IAN
I...don't...

PAYNE
(irritated)

Hold on!

Payne adjusts the SPEAKERPHONE in the center of the 
conference table.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
Jerry, are you there?

JERRY (O.S.)
I am, Stanley.

PAYNE
Jerry Roberts, General Counsel to 
Locus Industries.

He points to Ian.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
Go!

JERRY (O.S.)
Stanley?

PAYNE
Yes, Jerry?

JERRY (O.S.)
Sorry to interrupt.  I've also got 
R. Whitley Moore, the Chairman and 
CEO of Locus Industries, in the 
room here.
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PAYNE
Good.

JERRY (O.S.)
And outside counsel in New York 
from Christian & King are on the 
line. 

TWO MEN and a WOMAN enter the room with VIDEOCAMERAS and a 
BOOM MIC.  Payne directs them to Ian.

PAYNE
Okay.  And for the record 
this presentation is being 
videotaped for distribution to the  
general counsel of major industrial 
chemical concerns.  We're going to 
want to use this in testimony 
before the Senate Select Committee 
on Industrial Pollution.  

JERRY (O.S.)
This preemption is life or death 
for us Stanley.

PAYNE 
I understand.  Ethan, you're up.

The white light of the video camera FLASHES on Ian's face.

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. IAN'S OFFICE - DAY

Ian is at his desk.  He is watching a video monitor.  There 
is a knock at the door.  Ian grabs some paper on his desk.

IAN
Come in!

The door opens.

IAN (CONT'D)
...Blockburger is a four part 
test...

Sarah enters.  She looks around.  There is no one else in the 
room.

SARAH
Ok.  It's...Well...You've got to be 
talking to another person for that 
to work.  

Ian throws the paper on the desk.

IAN
Right.

SARAH
How are you holding up?

IAN
Oh, not bad.  Just going over my 
Senate testimony.

Ian picks up a REMOTE CONTROL and looks at the monitor on his 
desk.  

ON THE SCREEN, Ian can be seen close-up, the lights bright on 
his face.  He appears flushed.  He is perspiring profusely.  
He looks like he is in a hostage video.  There are PEOPLE 
yelling off screen.

PEOPLE (O.S.)
Louder!!  Louder!!

IAN
I don't know...where I am.

Payne appears on the video.  He stands in front of Ian.  He 
looks profoundly angry.
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PAYNE
Cut the tape.  Cut it.  I'm sorry 
Jerry.  This kid is absolute crap.  

Payne walks off camera.  The video FREEZES on a CLOSE UP of 
Ian, distraught. 

BACK IN THE OFFICE, Sarah turns to Ian.

SARAH
Yeah, I heard.  You're going to be 
alright.  We all went through this.  

She looks at the image frozen on the screen.

SARAH (CONT'D)
Well, not this.  But you're going 
to be fine.  Soon enough you'll 
numb to any kind of human 
sensation.  That's when the pain 
stops.  

IAN
Why are you here?

SARAH
Remember when you were going off to 
law school and you started having 
second thoughts and then someone 
said to you, reassuringly:  "You 
can do anything with a law degree."  
Well, in a twist, it turns out you 
can be a lawyer with a law degree.  
And you actually have to be a 
lawyer to pay for your law degree 
that you can't do anything with 
other than be a lawyer.  

Ian looks distressed.

SARAH (CONT'D)
But you're going to be fine.  
Seriously.  You'll join the 
resistance.  The Underground.  
We're looking for a third.  
And every couple of months 
something will happen that makes 
you think you might be doing the 
right thing.  And that feels good.  
Until it passes.  

IAN 
So it gets better?
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SARAH
No.  It gets worse.  

They both look back to the monitor and the image of Ian.  

CLOSE on Ian's face, and then pull back to REVEAL:

INT. OFFICE OF STANLEY PAYNE - DAY 

Ian is seated at a chair in front of the desk of Stanley 
Payne.  Payne is standing, staring at the image of Ian on a 
large television.    

PAYNE
Absolutely horrible.  

IAN
Sir...

PAYNE
A train wreck.

IAN
Sir...

PAYNE
Oh, don't worry about it, Efram.  I 
fired you earlier today, but 
Winston Palmer talked me out of it.  
You've got a real friend there.  

IAN
Palmer?

PAYNE
The thing you've got to understand 
is: they're not all like Palmer.  
He's special.  He could be a 4th P 
someday.  

IAN
Winston Palmer?

PAYNE
You know what "P" really stands 
for?

Ian shakes his head.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
You know what the most important 
"P" is?
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IAN
Plastics?

PAYNE
Phamily.  

Payne holds up a home-made PILLOW with the word "Phamily" on 
it.

IAN
Sorry?

PAYNE
We're a phamily.  And we've got to 
treat each other like phamily.  
Have you got plans this weekend, 
Steven?

IAN
Well...

PAYNE
You don't have to be nervous about 
that.  I know all about starting 
work on Friday.  I started work on 
Friday.  Weren't you at the 
breakfast?

IAN
Yes.

PAYNE
You should have come to the 
breakfast.  Don't miss another one 
or I'LL THROW YOU OUT OF HERE!

(beat)
See?  Tough love.  Like a phather.  

Payne holds up a PICTURE of himself with the words "Phather 
of the Phirm."  

IAN
Sir...

Payne returns to his desk and begins working.  Ian stops 
himself.  Payne is no longer in the conversation.  Ian gets 
up and quietly leaves the room.

INT. IAN'S OFFICE - DAY - LATER

Ian is standing by the window, his face pressed up against 
the glass.  Peter enters.  
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PETER
It's too high. 

Peter walks to the window and stands next to Ian.

PETER (CONT'D)
And they've got dogs down there.  

A long pause, remembering.  Then:

PETER (CONT'D)
Come on, we're going this way.

He starts towards the door.

IAN
Going where?

PETER 
You're going on your trip.  

IAN
But it's Friday.  They're going to 
break me.  

PETER
We'll break them.  

He puts his hand on Ian's shoulder.

PETER (CONT'D)
I want a better life for you, son.

He looks at his WATCH.

PETER (CONT'D)
Time to go.  

The phone RINGS.

PETER (CONT'D)
Don't answer the phone.

Ian looks at the phone.

IAN
It's Payne.

PETER
Let's go.

Ian hesitates.
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PETER (CONT'D)
DO NOT ANSWER THE PHONE.

Ian picks up his BAG.

PETER (CONT'D)
Lose the bag.

IAN
My bag?

PETER
A bag is luggage.  Luggage says you 
are going somewhere.  On a trip, 
for example.  You are not going on 
a trip.

IAN
(confused)

I thought...I am going on a trip.

PETER
YOU ARE NOT GOING ON A TRIP.  Out 
there, on those halls, you are not 
going anywhere.  You are working.

IAN
I am...

PETER
...working.  You are always 
working.

IAN
I am working.

PETER
(coaching)

You are working on a...motion.

IAN
I am working on a motion.

PETER
(coaching)

You are not going on a trip.  You 
are working on a motion.

IAN
I am not going on a trip.  I am 
working on a motion.

Ian drops his bag.
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PETER
You need paper.

Peter grabs a stack of paper off the desk and hands half to 
Ian.

PETER (CONT'D)
We are walking and talking and 
walking and waving paper.  
Important paper and important 
talking.

IAN
Important talking.

PETER
Sarah is going to meet us on the 
approach to Payne's office with an 
"emergency fax."  We'll need to 
copy that "emergency fax," 
obviously, which will carry us past 
Payne's office to the copy room, 
which will put us next to the 
internal stairwell, at which point, 
it's bon voyage - you are going on 
a trip.

Peter opens the door.

PETER (CONT'D)
Waving and walking and talking.

INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

They enter the hall.  Peter begins waving the paper, walking 
quickly, talking loudly.

PETER
The cases don't say that.  None of 
them.

IAN
Did you look at Witkin?

PETER
I looked at Witkin, yes.  The law 
is clear that there is no relief 
under section 17200 for...

Payne appears.

PETER (CONT'D)
...under 17200...for these kind of 
alleged...
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IAN
...violations...

PAYNE
(to Ian)

You're going somewhere.

IAN
Yes.

PAYNE
Where are you going?

IAN
I am going on a trip.

Peter drops his head.

PAYNE
Where is your luggage?

IAN
My luggage is in my office.

PAYNE
What are these papers?

IAN
These are papers.

Sarah sprints around the corner, waving papers.

SARAH
I've got an emergency fax...

She sees Payne.  She stops.

PAYNE
You also have papers.

SARAH
Yes, I have papers.

PAYNE
I see.  Well, these are papers, 
too.

He hands each of them a stack of papers.

PAYNE (CONT'D)
So now everyone has more papers.  
Read these papers.  Talk to Winston 
Palmer.  We need to get to work on 
a Motion to Compel.  
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Fax me a draft in Santa Barbara by 
5:30 a.m.  Sunday.

Payne leaves.

IAN
I am working on a motion.  I am not 
going on a trip.

PETER
Welcome to the House of Payne.

END OF SHOW
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